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Abstract

New technology can be disruptive and sometimes it is hard to evaluate its impact
and its value. Blockchain technology is still nascent and keep evolving to pace never
seen before. To evaluate its value, society out a value to these different projects. In
this case, Ren project is about interoperability that connects all blockchains together.
As before Ren project, each blockchain behave like intranet. Each blockchain is its
own network.

However, with Ren project implementation, blockchains can now proceed to transfer
of value between blockchains.

To understand Ren project real value, a study on the protocol is necessary and
identify the elements that impact its valuation.

Once the protocol has been understood and the variables are identified, would it be
possible to predict its value in future with deep learning.

As a timeseries issue Long Short- Term Memory model will be used to predict the
value of this project.

This is only the beginning as this project keep evolving but it is still possible to
forecast its progress with the current information.

Flexibility is required as new elements would need to be implemented as the project
connects more and more blockchains.
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I. Introduction

Our society is built on contracts, transactions overtime. These transaction records structure our
economy.

This system protects our assets. All interactions recorded from individuals can define actions of a
group, a company and goes as far as define a nation.

In the last decade, technology disrupted communication with internet and change our ways of
working and living. Information is shared without distance barrier.

However, the human factor has not changed. It could be called intermediation. The digital
transformation has not yet overtaken the way society is regulated and how administrative control is
performed.

For a decade, the emergence of blockchain technology has showed the potential to resolve this
challenge.

“A distributed ledger records transaction between parties in a verifiable and permanent way. The
ledger itself can also be programmed to trigger transactions automatically.”

All data is in digital format and shared to the public in way that it is safe from deletion, tampering
and revision. “Interactions are programmable which means that intermediaries like bankers are no
longer necessary.” [1]

While internet was a disruptive technology due to its low-cost solution that change how traditional
companies needed to keep up to stay competitive, it did not change the foundation of our society.
Life is the same but quicker and easier to share information. People are still using same currencies,
uses lawyers and institutions to enforce legal actions.  Comparing blockchain potential with internet
disruption the outcomes is on a different scale as it would change or implement new foundations for
our society to develop on.

It is worth to mention that blockchain innovation was born because the internet transformation
happened. Digital information is now accepted as proof. Payments can be made without seeing any
physical assets. Data is now stored in networks that we called internet or private servers.

The digital economy is now firmly established as a core driver of global growth. Digital technologies
have shaped global economic progress over the past decade, but their impact has only just begun.[2]

Blockchain is built on top of internet. It is a peer-to-peer network. Bitcoin the first application of
blockchain technology was introduced more than a decade ago.

The innovation is the shared ledger. Currently every individuals or groups and company keep their
own records which create a latency in executing transfer of property.

For example, to send 100USD from America to a bank account in China more than a couple of days is
needed to validate the transfer. A series of interaction between banks is performed where banks
have agreements in place to transfer money in different currencies, they still need to validate in their
own records before sending the funds. Besides the bank from USA has probably no link with the
Chinese bank so they would need to go through another intermediary to validate the transfers which
means another validation step into private records. There are regulations to respect and to ensure
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the records of every bank is correct. Private records create a barrier in reactivity as reconciling all
these interaction between parties is time consuming.

This is where the blockchain potential shines as all ledgers would be available to everyone and
verifiable by the protocol itself. If information, get tampered it would not be accepted and recorded
permanently.

“In a blockchain system, the ledger is replicated in a large number of identical databases, each hosted
and maintained by an interested party. When changes are entered in one copy, all the other copies
are simultaneously updated. So as transactions occur, records of the value and assets exchanged are
permanently entered in all ledgers. There is no need for third-party intermediaries to verify or
transfer ownership. If a stock transaction took place on a blockchain-based system, it would be
settled within seconds, securely and verifiably.” [1]

“A consensus mechanism and a reward system are required to maintain the integrity and
functionality of a blockchain. In the Bitcoin blockchain, consensus is achieved by ‘mining’, and the
reward system is a protocol awarding a miner some amount of Bitcoin upon successfully mining a
block. Mining is undertaken by powerful computers solving complex mathematical puzzles.” [3]

Once a transaction verified, and accepted as true by the entire network, miners start working on the
next block. Thus, a blockchain keeps growing (linking each new block to the one before it).

Figure 1. 1 Blockchain representation

“The main chain (black) consists of the longest series of blocks from the genesis block (blue) to the
current block. Orphan blocks (red) exist outside of the main chain.”

Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/blockchains-the-technology-of-transactions-9d40e8e41216

Bitcoin is currently the biggest and best known blockchain.

Ethereum a separate blockchain supports the Ether currency that can be summarise as a distributed
computing platform that features smart contract functionality.

“Smart contracts” may be the hottest topic blockchain application accepted after Bitcoin. It
automates payments and the transfer of currency or other assets when negotiated conditions are
met.
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Smart contract can send a payment to a supplier as soon as a shipment is delivered. A party can
signal via blockchain that the good has been received which would automatically trigger a payment.

Many projects gave birth to different blockchains aiming to resolve different challenges to enable
good experience for users and make it viable to be used worldwide as a standard.

Three main challenges come to mind: Scalability, Privacy and Interoperability.

Scalability issue is from the balance between security and activity. The goal is to keep the
information safe so it cannot be tampered, and users can access and interact with it. The more users
the more activity is weighting on the blockchain and become saturated. Scalability is an issue on its
own and there are many ways to resolve it. [4]

Privacy is an interesting issue in blockchain as the integrity of the data in blockchain is
recognised because it is transparent. Everyone can have access and verify that transactions are
corrects. It can be considered that it is main strength although this is also one of its main issue for
adoption as everyone can understand your personal activity or action. Privacy on blockchain is more
about how to shield your action but still be able to prove that the information is correct. (example:
When buying items, you do not want the vendor to know how much money you have in your bank
account).[5]

Interoperability could be interpreted as a solution for the above challenges. Each blockchain
has own their strengths and answer specific issues. There is no blockchain that can satisfy all
requirements for B2B or B2C uses. The logic conclusion is there will not be one blockchain to rule
them all but a panoply of blockchains that will drive adoption to come to our everyday life (payment
methods, identifications, store information and more…).  Each of the blockchains are like intranets
from different companies as they cannot interact between each other therefore you need to resolve
interoperability to bring added value and enable users to choose the right blockchain in function of
their needs.[6]

“Ren is an open protocol that enables the permissionless transfer of value between any blockchain.”
[7]

RenVM provides an interoperability solution between blockchains. It transfers the value of one
blockchain to another by locking assets on one chain and minting one-to-one pegged representations
of them on other chains. RenVM is already deployed and currently in phase sub-zero. It is still a
nascent project and many issues still need to be addressed.

Ren is the name of the project/ protocol whereas RenVM is a Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) network
using secure multi-party computation sMPC algorithms resulting in a decentralised, trustless and
permissionless custodian. Interoperability is achieved by RenVM holding digital assets while they are
moved between blockchains.

For example, RenVM become custodian of 1 BTC and create a representation of that BTC into ETH
called RenBTC. Each RenBTC is pegged to 1 BTC. When the RenBTC I created (minted) the original BTC
is locked into RenVM and only the RenBTC can be moved. Once you want to have your BTC back, the
RenBTC needs to be returned to RenVM to convert(burn) it back into BTC. RenVM will burn or
destroy the RenBTC and release the BTC that was hold. There is no third party involved it is all done
by the protocol. It effectively removes the step of intermediation for a cheaper cost as it is safe and
automated.
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Figure 1. 2 RenVM workflow

Source: https://miro.medium.com/max/6668/1*dFu8XUV2zRe2M9VZ0EpRcQ.jpeg
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II. What is RenVM?
RenVM implements universal interoperability using the tokenised representation model.

RenVM replaces the role of the trusted custodian with a decentralised custodian. This decentralised
custodian is implemented using the RZL MPC algorithm, which can generate and manage ECDSA
private keys without ever exposing them (not even to the machines that power RenVM).

RenVM uses Shamir secret sharing (SSS) to hide the ECDSA private key and to validate recovery of the
ECDSA private key, general purpose zero knowledge proofs is used to ensure “the common
properties of completeness, perfect zero-knowledge and computational soundness”

“Shamir secret sharing is a technique that allows for the distribution of a secret to n players such that
any subset of k or more players can reconstruct the secret, but any less than k can learn nothing
about the secret. The parameters n, k ∈ N (where n ≥ k) can be chosen as required.”

“Completeness states that an honest prover should be able to convince an honest verifier of a true
statement.”

“Perfect zero-knowledge states that a proof does not leak any knowledge other than the truth of the
statement.”

“Computational soundness states that it is impossible to prove a false statement” [8]

It allows the minting/burning of pegged assets by anyone, at any time, and at any quantity.
Minting/burning of the pegged assets only ever requires at most one transaction from the user and
can have application-data attached to allow the direct calling of smart contracts.

A. How does it work?
There are 3 concepts that powered RenVM:

Darknodes

Shards

Fees.

1. Darknodes
A darknode is an independent operated machine. The network of darknodes forms RenVM. To be
entitled to run a darknode, 100k Ren token is required to be bonded into the darkregistrar. This bond
guarantees good behaviour as if the operator is malicious toward the network the bond will be lost.

This setup prevents rational attacks to happen as if darknodes are malicious they would lose their
Ren bond of 100k each.

2. Shards
Darknodes belongs to groups called shards. One darknode can only be part of one shard at a time.
The darknodes are shuffled into different shards each epoch for security reason. It makes harder for
operators to collude together and try to overtake the network. Each shard runs the RZL MPC
algorithm to generate a secret ECDSA private key. It is secret as individual darknodes are not able to
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know the ECDSA private key as it is divided in parts and sent to different darknodes in the shard. The
secret ECDSA private key can only be retrieved if there is at least 1/3rd+ of the darknodes that agree
to cooperate. This enables each shard to securely lock assets into its custody.

Shards are at least containing one hundred darknodes and are shuffle randomly once a day. It makes
it extremely difficult to corrupt one shard and steal the secret ECDSA private key. This setup prevents
RenVM from irrational attacks.

3. Fees
Fees are the main reason to run a darknode. Each operator has an incentive to keep RenVM safe and
build trust towards its users. It is an interoperability solution and the more it is used the more fees
operators get. Each user would pay a fee to use RenVM which is divided to all darknodes as they
provided computation power, bandwidth and data storage for RenVM to operate. If BTC is being
brought into ETH by RenVM, the user sends his BTC to RenVM to take custody of it. RenVM charges a
fee and mint RenBTC into ETH. This RenBTC is sent to the designated ETH wallet that the BTC owner
provided to RenVM. This is call lock and mint.

Fees are variables and adjusted in function of the demand. To keep the network safe, fees need to
incentivize burn or mint in function of the total value of Ren bonded by darknode operators and the
total amount of digital assets locked by RenVM. The total value of Ren bonded by darknodes should
always be higher than the total value of assets locked in RenVM. It is designed that if funds are stolen
by retrieving the secret ECDSA private key, RenVM will slash the bond of the malicious darknodes to
buy back the same amount of the stolen fund to keep the one-to-one peg by
buying-back-and-burning the same amount of pegged assets. To do so the Ren amount bonded
should always be 3 times higher than the total amount of digital assets stored in RenVM as it takes at
least 1/3rd of shard to collude and retrieve the secret ECDSA private key.

B. Interactions with RenVM
RenVM supports 3 types of interactions:

Lock and Mint

Burn and Release

Burn and Mint

To simplify we will consider the two biggest blockchains at the moment BTC and ETH by bringing BTC
into ETH. BTC being the origin chain and ETH the host chain.

1. Lock and Mint
It is the first type of transaction that RenVM supports as it will take custody (lock) of the BTC asset
and mint a tokenised representation of that asset into    the host chain in that case ETH. It is pegged
to one-to one with the locked asset and redeemable at any time as it is powered by RenVM which is
run by thousands of darknodes over the world.

For example, Alice lock BTC into RenVM, and then mint the same amount of renBTC on Ethereum.
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Figure 2. 1 Lock and mint

Source: https://github.com/renproject/ren/wiki/assets/lock-and-mint.png

1. Alice makes a Bitcoin transaction that locks 0.55 BTC into the custody of RenVM.

2. Alice (or the application) notifies RenVM about this transaction.

3. RenVM verifies the existence, details, and number of confirmations of the Bitcoin
transaction.

4. RenVM uses the RZL MPC algorithm to produce and return a minting signature to Alice.

5. Alice (or the application) submits the minting signature to Ethereum and mints 0.54940005
renBTC (0.55 BTC - fees).

Now there is renBTC on ETH that represents a real BTC and can be retrieve at any moment with burn
and release. The renBTC can be used on ETH and take advantage of smart contract, a feature that BTC
blockchain does not possess. Currently, there is a lot of interest to bring BTC into ETH to use Defi
products. Decentralized Finance (Defi) is still a novelty and needs to mature but the appeal of high
APY returns bring new users at time go by.

2. Burn and Release
It is the complement of lock and mint. Instead bringing the asset from the origin chain to the host
chain, the burn and release bring back the asset from the host chain to the origin chain.

In this case, renBTC to be burn from the host chain (ETH) and retrieve the pegged asset on the origin
chain (BTC)
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Figure 2. 2 Burn and release

Source: https://github.com/renproject/ren/wiki/assets/burn-and-release.png

1. Alice (or a smart contract) burns 0.2 renBTC on Ethereum, specifying her Bitcoin address at
the same time.

2. RenVM witnesses the burn event and waits for the required number of confirmations.
RenVM does not need to be notified; it will see the burn event by itself.

3. RenVM produces a signature that transfers 0.19975 BTC (0.2 renBTC - fees) to the Bitcoin
address specified by Alice in the first step.

3. Burn and Mint
Burn and mint interaction is used when more than two chains are involved (one origin chain and two
host chains for example).

In the case BTC is brought to ETH then the user would like to use it on Polkadot another host chain.

Instead of the scenario lock and mint BTC into renBTC in ETH then burn and release back renBTC in
BTC to lock and mint BTC into renBTC in Polkadot, RenVM can burn and mint the renbtc from ETH to
Polkadot.

It does not need to revert to the origin chain which saves fees for the users and make the
interoperability more efficient.
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Figure 2. 3 Burn and mint

Source: https://github.com/renproject/ren/wiki/assets/burn-and-mint.png

1. Alice burns 0.34 renBTC on Ethereum, specifying that she wants to send it to her address on
Polkadot.

2. RenVM witnessed the burn event and waits for the required number of confirmations.
RenVM does not need to be notified; it will see the burn event by itself.

3. RenVM uses the RZL MPC algorithm to produce and return a minting signature to Alice.
4. Alice submits the minting signature to Polkadot and mints 0.33932034 renBTC (0.34 renBTC -

fees).

Multichain interoperability is powerful. The network effect keeps increasing with more users using
RenVM but also as more chains are plugged into RenVM.
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III. Background and statement of the problem:

A. Ren Token
Ren token is used to operate a darknode. 100k Ren token is needed to be able to register in the
darknode smart contract. There are multiple reasons to its existence. One of them is to limit the
number of darknodes to keep the network healthy. If there was an infinite number of darknodes it
would be possible for a malicious actor to spin up 3 times the current number of running darknodes
and overtake the network to steal the funds.

There are 1 billion ren tokens as ERC20 tokens which means there are, in theory, only 10k darknodes
that could exist if all ren tokens were bonded to the darknode register.

By using Ren token as a bond for RenVM, its value is not tied to any other blockchain. Ren is not a
blockchain but use ETH smart contract in its protocol to ensure RenVM safety with the bond and fees
system. Effectively Ren token value is not dependent on BTC or ETH value but the rewards that
darknode operators earned by providing computational power, data storage and network bandwidth.

Its only use case is for bonding Ren token to be entitled to run a darknode. If user wants to use
RenVM they do not need to own Ren token. The users could not even be aware they are using
RenVM if it is encoded into their application. There is no friction. It is up to the integrators (platforms
or parties) that are going to use RenVM technology to leverage their products.

Ren token does not belong the 3 typical crypto assets: stores of value (like Bitcoin), security tokens
(representation of a real assets) or utility tokens (to give the right to use of a service). RenVM users
do not require Ren token to use RenVM.

Only darknode operators require Ren token. It is a work token [9]. This is a key point of the protocol.

The value created is from RenVM usage. The more users interacting with RenVM in multiple chains
the more rewards are generated that are split among the darknode operators.

The price of Ren token would increase as more rewards are generated. The market naturally adjusts
or speculate to take that factor in count. Higher are the rewards, the more interest there is to run a
darknode.

However, the supply of Ren token is limited to one billion. There is another mechanism to factor as
the more rewards are generated by RenVM, the more Ren token owners would be interested to run a
darknode if they have already in their possession 100k ren token. If they do not, they will buy it on
the market. There is an equilibrium as all rewards are divided equally to all darknode operators.

RenVM itself can keep increasing the total rewards as there is more activity but rewards per
darknodes can change in function of the total number of darknodes.

There are also 2 other constraints to respect which are the total value locked (L) by RenVM should
always be lower than the total value of Ren token bonded (B) for one shard and since to potentially
maliciously retrieve the private ECDSA private key, 1/3rd+ darknodes of the shard is required, the last
constraint is 3L<B.

Effectively that renders any attack irrational as the attacker would lose financially money when
retrieving the secret ECSDA private key to steal the funds of that shard. RenVM would slash the
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bonds of the malicious shard and use the ren token to buy-back-and-burn L amount of pegged
assets. This restores the one-to-one peg and holders of pegged assets incur no loss.

Since Ren token only usage is for bonding only. It makes it harder to manipulate its price on
exchanges.  As it is a work token, liquidity should be low on the market as it is used to run darknodes.
If liquidity is too low, price manipulation would be easier.

However, the rewards are known to the public which even if the prices are manipulated on the
exchanges, darknode owners would still know the real value of running a darknode. It will be up to
their standard and how much they expect in return. They could compare the expected ROI of
traditional financial product with the ROI of a darknode per year.

As a reminder rewards of a darknode depends on the fees generated by RenVM and the number of
darknodes operated.

To elaborate more into details the notion of epoch needs to be explained.

B. Epoch
An epoch is 30 days.

To register a darknode you need to wait for the next epoch to be triggered. You cannot join in the
middle of an epoch as the secret ECSDA private key are generated for each epoch a darknode joining
in a current epoch would not be included in the Shamir secret sharing and effectively does not bring
any value to the network by not owning a share of the secret ECSDA private key.

To Deregister a darknode, a period up to 3 epochs is required. This is to ensure all operations by the
darknode are all completed and when the bond is given back to its owner there is no active share of
the secret ECSDA private key. When deregistering the darknode will not be included in the next
generation of secret ECSDA private key. Please note the generation of the secret ESCDA private key is
not for the current epoch but for the following one. This long period is an incentivisation to keep
running darknodes even though the rewards could be dropping for one or two epochs.

In addition to that rewards are paid at the end of each epoch but not all rewards belong the current
epoch. Only half of the rewards belong to the current epoch. The other half belong to the rewards of
previous epochs.

Rewards that are generated in an epoch are deposit in a vault.

Epoch 1 you get 50% of the rewards generated in the current epoch E1. 50% is left in the vault.

Epoch 2 you get 50% of the rewards deposited in the vault at the end of epoch E2. The other half
stays in the vault. Effectively in epoch 2 you get 50% of the fees generated in E2 and 25% of the
rewards generated in E1.

This is a measure to incentivise darknodes to not deregister but also to register darknode as at the
end of the first epoch of a new darknode that darknode would get 50% the reward generated of that
epoch but also fees of previous epoch in which it was not participating.

C. Fees in depth
To keep the constraint of 3L<B fees are used. This is done with different Minting and Burning fees.

It helps to increase or decrease the locked assets in RenVM. If the locked value is getting close the
Ren Bonded value minting fees would increase while burning fees would decrease. It makes it more
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expensive to bring an asset to the host chain (lock) and cheaper to retrieve the asset on the origin
chain (locked value in RenVM decrease). This mechanism is used when 3L<2B

There are also continuous fees in the protocol but that currently setup as 0% fees over time. It used
only in case when 3L>2B. continuous rate fees will keep increasing if 3L get closer to the threshold to
incentivise to burn as soon as possible and decrease the value locked in RenVM.

While the fees are used to force the locked value to respect these constraints it also generated more
rewards which would drive the price up therefore increasing the value of the Ren token bonded.

Taking in consideration, how the protocol protects users and incentivize the darknode operators to
maintain RenVM secure and active all the time it is likely that the Ren token price prediction should
follow the volume of activity on RenVM.

How can you evaluate the success of Ren project?

Since it is an interoperability solution, should the success be measured with the number of
blockchains plugged into RenVM?

Knowing that it is still a novel technology, it could be instead measure on how much volume RenVM
is interacting with the most valued blockchains.

However, an important issue is the price volatility in cryptocurrencies. [10]

Many studies have shown that machine learning techniques produce high level of accuracy in
forecasting on BTC with data up to 2017. [11][12][13] [14]

Can that be replicable in the case of Ren token including its inherent specificities regarding its
economic build around rewards?

D. Hypothesis:
Ren price token is directly linked to darknode rewards. It is the value perceived by each darknode
operators which would be its current rewards and speculation on future rewards.

Speculation on future rewards include many parameters such as:

● success or failure to integrate more blockchains
● success or failure that RenVM is secure (no funds lost)
● sustainability of the protocol
● Interest on market to move digital assets between various blockchains
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IV. Methodology

Forecasting in timeseries has always been a centre of interest for multiple industries. It could
be related to forecast stock needed in a warehouse before the peak season or in our case predict the
value of an asset over time. It consists of analysing past observations to develop a model describing
the underlying relationship of various variables. Then it is used to extrapolate the time series in the
future. Many studies have been done to improve accuracy, one of the most widely used is the
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. This is a traditional method for linear
problem.  It is flexible as it can represent different types of time series. However, it also has
limitations such as:

It is only for linear relationships, missing data has a huge impact on the results, it works on univariate
data only and while it supports trend it does not support seasonality. You need to use an alternative
to incorporate seasonality which is SARIMA.

Nowadays, Deep learning can handle complex time series prediction with various inputs for
nonlinear relationship and even with missing data. Although it requires a fine tuning of each features
to get satisfactory results. Not all forecasting are pure linear or nonlinear patterns. They could
include both patterns. It is necessary to use multiple models for forecasting and compare the results.

There are multiple deep learning techniques. The first one would be the neural network called
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). It is robust if there are missing data or noise. It works on nonlinear
relationship as there is no strong assumptions while mapping the function of the model.

“one important contribution of neural networks - namely their elegant ability to approximate
arbitrary non-linear functions.” [15]

It can also handle multivariate inputs and forecast multistep in the future.

Another type of neural networks that have proven efficient is the convolutional neural networks
(CNN). It commonly used for image data problems (classification, image captioning and more). It is
effective to recognise patterns. You could compare the results from technical analysis from a human
brain and CNN results. CNN would take out the bias from human conclusion and it is able to extract
features from raw data. The sequence of observations would be treated as a one-dimensional image.

Lastly, the technique that we are going to use is Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network. The key
feature is that not only it can predict outputs from inputs, but it can predict outputs from a sequence
of inputs over time. This special kind of recurrent neural network learns the temporal dependence
from observations. It is different from traditional neural network by overcoming the weakness of the
traditional RNN to learn long-term dependencies. Information from past events have impact on the
output. We could say past information persist in the result. Inputs and outputs are not independent.
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Figure 4. 1 Recurrent Neural Network process

In theory RNN uses past information to predict output. It works well with recent

information.

However, it is not all past information. It suffers from long term dependencies. Information

from long previous observations failed to influence enough to predict current output. The

vanishing and the exploding gradient problems detailed in Bengio et al. (1994). [16]

The issue when gradient become too small (update the weight parameter to shrink until it is too
small which result in the algorithm to not learn anymore) or too big which become too large for the
algorithm to handle.

A variant of RNN was introduced by Sepp Hochreiter and Juergen Schmidhuber as solution against
this gradient problem. In their paper “long term short memory” in 1997, they present a recurrent
neural network in conjunction with an appropriate gradient-based learning algorithm.[17]

It fixed the issue that is previous input that is influencing the current prediction is too far in the past,
the model might not accurately predict current output. To fix this issue, the hidden layers have 3
gates:

● Forget gate
● Input gate
● Output gate.

That architecture allows long term dependencies. It can remember information for a long time.
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Figure 4. 2 The architecture of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cell [18]

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/water/water-12-00175/article_deploy/html/images/water-12-00175-g002-550.jpg

The gates allow to optionally let information through to the cell states. It is decided by sigmoid
neural network layers. The sigmoid layers output are numbers between 0 and 1. It determines how
much of the information is let through. If the value is 0, “nothing will go through”. If the value is 1
“everything will go through”.

Forget state is the first gate. It determines the information we are keeping from previous cell state
Ct−1.

Figure 4. 3 LSTM step 1

Source: https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/img/LSTM3-focus-f.png

ft=σ(Wf⋅[ht−1,xt]+bf)

ft is an output vector of the sigmoid layer ranging between 0 and 1 determining if the

previous cell state is forgotten or not. ft is the forget gate ‘s activation vector,

Wf and bf are set of trainable parameters.
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Input gate is the second gate. It determines how much information we add from the input into the
cell state.

There are 2 steps.

Figure 4. 4 LSTM step 2

Source: https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/img/LSTM3-focus-i.png

it=σ(Wi⋅[ht−1,xt]+bi)

it is an output variable between 0 and 1,

Wi and bi are trainable parameters.

Ct˜=tanh(WC⋅[ht−1,xt]+bC)

Ct˜ is a vector ranging from 0 to 1,

tanh is the hyperbolic tangent,

WC and bC are the trainable parameters.

It and Ct˜ are combined to create an update to the cell state. It is now needed to update the

previous cell state, Ct−1, into new cell state Ct. It is accomplished by “forgetting” the unnecessary

information from Forget state and “inputting” new information from the input gate by element-wise
multiplication.
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Figure 4. 5 LSTM step 3

Source: https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/img/LSTM3-focus-C.png

Ct=ft∗Ct−1+it∗C˜t

Once the cell state is updated, it is time to decide the output based on our new cell state.

Figure 4. 6 LSTM step 4

Source: https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/img/LSTM3-focus-o.png

ot=σ(Wo[ht−1,xt]+bo)

ot is a vector ranging from 0 to 1.

Wo and bo are trainable parameters defined for the output gate.

The new hidden state ht is then calculated by combining the equations:

Ct=ft∗Ct−1+it∗C˜t
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And

ot=σ(Wo[ht−1,xt]+bo)

The output gate determines how much of the updated cell state we are using for the output by a
sigmoid layer. The cell state is converted to a value between -1 and 1 with a tanh function and a
sigmoid function is used to decide how much is kept from the cell state. The cell state figure
converted between -1 and 1 is multiplied by the result of the sigmoid gate to get final output.
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V. Implementation

Before gathering the data, we need to understand what past observations are needed to predict or
forecast possible(s) future observations.

A. Data Framework

1. Inputs vs outputs.
The output is the price of Ren at a certain date and inputs are the selection of various variables that
are influencing the Ren price valuation.

As previously stated, each darknode generates an income for each epoch. The income is from a fee
charged to the RenVM users while they are tokenising an asset from an origin chain to a host chain
(Minting) or detokenizing the asset to the origin chain (Burning). Each transaction via RenVM
(Minting or burning) generates that fee that is then shared to all darknodes that were active in that
epoch. The more transactions they are the more fees are generated that to be shared between all
darknodes for this epoch. In that case, we deduct that the amount of fees generated and the
number of active darknodes are variables to calculate the income generated for a darknode.

Most of the transactions are currently related to BTC being used in ETH. There are also other assets
being bridged into ETH.

For this reason, we need to convert the value of each asset into USD. We need to get price valuation
of BTC, ZEC, DOGE, DGB, FIL and BCH in USD.

Since the fee generated from each transaction is a percentage of that asset that will enable us to
quantify the value earn by RenVM for that transaction.

Main piece is the REN OHLC as inputs. It is the Open price, the Highest price, the Lowest price and
Close price at a certain date on exchanges. It is the price valuation that the market decided to sell or
buy REN.

Last feature would be the number of addresses owning Ren Erc 20 token. We know there is a finite
supply of Ren token which is 1 Billion and a darknode requires 100k ren to be bonded. It implies the
more Ren token is distributed in various wallets the more difficult it would be to gather 100k if the
number of wallets owning ren is above 10k.

2. Endogenous vs exogenous
The income fee generated by a darknode for an epoch depends on the Volume going through

RenVM and the number of active darknodes. With that statement, it is normal that the fees
generated by a darknode is endogenous with the number of active darknodes. It also affects the
number of addresses owning Ren token. The more a darknode generates income, the more people
will tend to run a darknode and we know there can only be 10k darknodes maximum. These
variables would drive the price of Ren OHLC.

On another side, the assets bridge by RenVM are exogenous. The value of BTC, ZEC, DOGE,
DGB, FIL and BCH are exogenous of Ren price valuation.
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3. Regression vs Classification
The aim is to predict the Ren price valuation. This forecasting issue is a regression type as we

want to forecast a numerical quantity.

4. Unstructured vs Structured.
Time series data is inherently structured. The data is recorded by day and there are trends

and seasonality patterns for each variable.

5. Univariate vs. Multivariate
The inputs are made of various variables. We are in a case of multiple variables measure over

time that are used to forecast our output.

6. Single-step vs. Multi-step
The desired output could be the ren price valuation on the following day or week. It is

parameter that can be tuned. In this scenario it is a single step forecast.

7. Static vs. Dynamic
The model should be dynamic. Newly observations should be added while training the

model. However, for simplicity the current model will be static to first evaluate the accuracy.

8. Continuous vs. Discontinuous
The data is recorded daily over time. This is contiguous data framework.
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B. Data source/ Data collection
The number of active darknodes or darknodes participating in the Network can be capture

form the smart contract 0x60Ab11FE605D2A2C3cf351824816772a131f8782. It is called RenVM:
Darknode Staking.

The website https://etherscan.io/ allows extraction of the data on CSV format.

Figure 5. 1 Website screenshot

Once on CSV file, there are few data manipulations to be done:

To convert the Unix Timestamp into date

Transform the transfers of Ren token into a balance in the smart contract. Any transfer from a
random wallet to RenVM: Darknode Staking will be a positive value as it represents the bond into
RenVM. Any transfer from RenVM: Darknode Staking into a random wallet would be a negative value
as it means that the darknode operator has deregistered and retrieving his/her bond.

Multiple registration/deregistration can happen within one day. The data has been aggregated by
day.
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Table 5. 1 Sample data

Date number of darknodes

21/05/2020 1

22/05/2020 0

26/05/2020 2

27/05/2020 35

28/05/2020 224

29/05/2020 386

30/05/2020 446

31/05/2020 496

01/06/2020 558

02/06/2020 584

03/06/2020 591

04/06/2020 594

05/06/2020 596

06/06/2020 602

07/06/2020 608

RenVM fees by day can also be retrieve from this website.

However, this time an API is used as the data extracted is larger.

Fortunately, with the below lines we can import the data into a CSV file too.

https://api.etherscan.io/api?module=account&action=tokentx&address=0xe33417797d6b8aec9171d
0d6516e88002fbe23e7&startblock=0&endblock=999999999&sort=asc&apikey=Z59FMYPANQN5F8
WMEDJQBSFZ7TDWUCGHBQ

0xe33417797d6b8aec9171d0d6516e88002fbe23e7 is the smart contract where the RenVM fees are
transferred.

Therefore, we can monitor how much fees are generated for each transaction over time. Out of all
the crypto assets going through RenVM only BTC has significant value. To get cleaner data only BTC
fees will be kept.
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Table 5. 2 Sample data

Date RenVM fees

13/05/2020 0.00000052

15/05/2020 0.0000339

17/05/2020 0.00001021

20/05/2020 0.00120304

22/05/2020 0.00002745

23/05/2020 0.00010709

24/05/2020 0.00000607

25/05/2020 0.00000501

26/05/2020 0.00004544

27/05/2020 0.02738439

28/05/2020 0.00243797

29/05/2020 0.00996422

30/05/2020 0.00815167

The value in USD for BTC and REN OHLC are taken from Coinmarketcap website.

Figure 5. 2 Website screenshot

Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ren/historical-data/

finally, to get the number of wallets owning Ren token. We can get that information from the below
URL:
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https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=REN&category=Distribution&m=addresses.NonZeroCount

there is an option to extract the information into CSV file.

Figure 5. 3 Website screenshot

Source: https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=REN&category=Distribution&m=addresses.NonZeroCount

Once we have all this information, we can gather all the data together and we get the below:

Figure 5. 4 Data overview
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C. Data exploration
The data has been selected after reviewing and understanding how the protocol is built for RenVM.

Each variable should impact the Ren price valuation from our hypothesis than Ren price is in function
of the income generated by a darknode which is derived from the fees taken on the volume of
transaction transiting via RenVM.

Only BTC asset has been considered in this scenario as its value is by far what is generated income for
a darknode owners. The other assets such as BCH, ZEC and more are considerably lower in value and
not much volume is transiting in RenVM.

Figure 5. 5 RenVM volume

Snapshot of Total amount (in USD) of volume transacted via RenVM from the command centre on the 16/05/2021.

url: https://mainnet.renproject.io/

Table 5. 3 Table showing volume percentage of each assets.

Assets
% of total
Volume

BCH 0.07%

BTC 98.76%

DGB 0.09%

DOGE 0.45%

FIL 0.50%

LUNA 0.00%

ZEC 0.13%

Total 100.00%
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For this reason, only BTC has been considered as input variable as the other assets are all together
representing less than 1.5% of the volume within RenVM.

Figure 5. 6 Plot of the collected data

Open, High, Low, Close, Volume and market cap are all related to Ren data collected from
coinmarketcap.com.

There are some linearities that can be observed. After following the project milestones, we know
that RenVM was only active from May 2020 which explained why there were no active darknodes
and RenVM fees before that date.

Table 5. 4 Correlation with Pearson method

Open                                         0.989097
High                                         0.996590
Low                                          0.993139
Volume                                       0.906542
Market Cap                                   0.997273
Number of addresses with non-Zero balance    0.906084
Open BTC value in USD                        0.907337
Number of active darknodes                   0.824604
RenVM Fees                                   0.559088
Close                                        1.000000

While we observe correlation of the data collected to Ren Close price, it stands out that RenVM fees
and Number of active darknodes have weaker correlation score.

However, our data collection start from March 2018 and RenVM network only started in May 2020
which would explain a poor correlation score up to the end of our data collection which is dated of
end of February 2021.
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Table 5. 5 Descriptive statistics

There is no missing data. However, the variables RenVM Fees and Number of active darknodes are
showing zero balances in the descriptive statistics as mainnet (RenVM activation) was in May 2020.

They are outliers but not due to missing data. It shows when RenVM started to generate income as it
went live. Before that data price valuation was only speculation.

Please note Volume was ignored as it is not accurate figure to use as Ren asset is still currently being
listed in different exchanges. Also, it is known that a number of this exchanges are manipulating their
volume to attract new customers.

Figure 5. 7 Plot of ['Open BTC value in USD', 'Number of active darknodes', 'RenVM Fees', 'Close']

Ren price was flat from 2018 to July 2020. Once the RenVM started in May, the number of active
darknodes started to increase significantly from June until end of February. RenVM fees had
significant peaks from August 2020 and the Ren Close price followed too to reach a price valuation
around 0.50 USD in September 2020.
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After that Ren price stayed the same until the BTC value in USD increased significantly from less than
10k USD to 20k USD, 40k USD and 50k+ USD. While Ren price valuation started to increase after BTC
value is USD was over 25k USD.

D. Data pre-processing
Key step before developing our LSTM is to prepare the data into the right format.

Missing data needs to be handled and the type of data to be transformed into the right type for our
model.

Figure 5. 8 Data type

Figure 5. 9 Missing data summary

In this situation, the data is as an object type that needs to be converted to datetime64[ns].

This is done using the below code:

df['Date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['Date'], infer_datetime_format=True)
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Figure 5. 10 Data type after transformation

LSTM is sensible to amplitude, normalization is required. The below code is used:

scaler = MinMaxScaler()
data_scaled = scaler.fit_transform(df_input)

MinMaxScaler was used to suppress the effect of the outliers.

Figure 5. 11 Sample of our scaled data

The data is now ranging between 0 and 1.

E. Select features and target
The below code is used to select the features and target for our LSTM:
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features = data_scaled
target = data_scaled[:,7]

Features is made of
['Open','High','Low','Market Cap','Number of active darknodes','Open BT
C value in USD','RenVM Fees','Close']

Target is made of ['Close']

F. Train test split
The below code is used to split the data between our training set and test set.

x_train, x_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(features, target, t
est_size = 0.20, random_state=123, shuffle = False)

random state is used to generate the seed number for initializing the number generator to facilitate
our exploration while tuning the model.

Shuffle is set up as false as the data is about timeseries prediction. Since they are observations over
time the order is important.

G. TimeseriesGenerator
LSTM requires the data to be prepared in the specific way as it is related to a sequence of past
observation to predict an output. Data windowing is required. Since it predicts an output from a
sequence of observations, dates are not needed. We just need to make sure each observation is at
equal interval between each observations.

The below code is used:

win_length = 3
batch_size = 200
num_features = 8
train_generator = TimeseriesGenerator(x_train, y_train, length = win_le
ngth, sampling_rate=1,batch_size=batch_size)
test_generator = TimeseriesGenerator(x_test, y_test, length= win_length
, sampling_rate=1,batch_size=batch_size)

win_lengh is the number of past samples (rows) used to predict future output(s). In this case the
number of days.

batch_size is the number of samples used for each sequence.

num_features is the number of features used to predict the output(s).

H. Network Architecture and Hyperparameters
The below code is used to set up our neural network architecture:

model = tf.keras.Sequential()
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model.add(tf.keras.layers.LSTM(128,input_shape = (win_length, num_featu
res), return_sequences= True))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LeakyReLU(alpha=0.5))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LSTM(128, return_sequences=True))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LeakyReLU(alpha=0.5))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.3))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LSTM(64, return_sequences=False))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.3))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dense(1))

There are multiple layers. It starts with a sequential model instance and add LSTM hidden layers to
extract the features. There are 2 layers of 128 neurons.  The input shape represents the number of
past observations and number of features used to predict the output. Return_sequences is setup as
True as it will be feed to another layer. It allows to keep the hidden state of each observation for the
next layer. If it was setup as False. It would only record one hidden state for the whole
sequence/batch whereas with True all hidden state of each cell is kept. The activation leakyrelu
function is used to decide to pass the information to next layer or not. It allows to avoid the dying
ReLU issue to not recover a neuron that has been deemed not learning. It also helps on performance
learning for the model.

To avoid overfitting a dropout layer is used after the second 128 LSTM neurons. This layer allows to
randomly ignore neurons. It has been setup as 0.3 for good practice.

Another layer of 64 LSTM neurons is used to shrink the number of features and return_sequence is
setup as False as the following layer would be our final output (prediction which is the price
prediction of the following day).

The Dense layer compact all the information to our final output.

Figure 5. 12 Model summary
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There are more than 250k parameters available in this architecture which allows to give good
prediction.

However, we still need to define the model.

early_stopping = tf.keras.callbacks.EarlyStopping(monitor='val_loss',
                                                  patience=20,
                                                  mode='min')

model.compile(loss=tf.losses.MeanSquaredError(),
              optimizer=tf.optimizers.Adam(),
              metrics=[tf.metrics.MeanAbsoluteError()])

#model.compile(loss='mse',
#              optimizer=tf.optimizers.Adam(),
#              metrics=[tf.keras.metrics.RootMeanSquaredError()])

history = model.fit_generator(train_generator, epochs=1000,
                              validation_data=test_generator,
                              shuffle= False,
                              callbacks=[early_stopping])

An Early_stopping function is used to avoid the model to run forever which makes it more efficiently
and avoid an overfitting situation when the model is learning too much on the training data by
memorising each observation too accurately.  The number of epochs is setup as 1000 but likely to not
reach it as the patience on the early_stopping function has been setup as 20 by monitoring the loss
on validation data. If there is no progress after 20 iterations the model would stop at that stage
instead of doing the full 1000 epochs.
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The model is compiled with MeanSquaredError to define loss and Adam is used as optimiser. Adam
optimiser is commonly used as it is easy to implement and computationally efficient which requires
less hyperparameter tunning due to its intuition on interpretation.

The metrics used is MeanAbsoluteError to evaluate the model. RootMeanSquareError was use don
experimentation with lower score. The effect of outliers in our case when mainnet went live in May
2020 must have impacted the model with the RootMeanSquareError.

Model.fit_generator is called to passing the training dataframe “train_generator” against the
validation data “test_generator”. We used the validation data same as test data. We could have used
another split of data.

However, the lack due to lack of data. It has been decided to used test data as validation data.

Shuffle is setup as false as we are working in timeseries prediction. The order of observations is
important and need to be kept.

Callback used our early_stopping function as described earlier.
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VI. Results and Discussions

A. Network training and evaluation
In the effort to get best results, numbers of hyperparameters have been tested. Different metrics
have been tested while building the model.

There is no secret formula to arrive to satisfying results. It requires experimental trials.

Regarding the neural architecture, the number of neurons on each layer is important as it influence
the result mean absolute error but also the efficiency of the model.

1. Number of neurons
If too few neurons are used, poor result can be expected.

The below neural architecture is a perfect example.

Figure 6. 1 Model summary of small deep neural network

By reducing the number of neurons on each layer, the number of parameters is restricted and the
model has less information to learn from it.
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Figure 6. 2 MAE plot between train and test result

Figure 6. 3 Loss (MSE) plot between train and test result

It takes more than 20 epochs for the model to arrive to its optimum test prediction against the train
data.

However, it is clearly not close to satisfactory with the above plot. The model could do better.

For a larger neural network that includes more neurons, the below has been tested.
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Figure 6. 4 Neural network model summary

Figure 6. 5 MAE plot between train and test result
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Figure 6. 6 Loss (MSE) plot between train and test result

The consequences to add too many neurons are the number of parameters is too important for the
model to handle it well. If more features were included in the data collection that could be useful.

However, in this situation the model is too instable between epoch with huge peak of variation
between train and test data before the 10th epoch. Even after some variation double from one to the
next epoch.

2. Number of layers
Experimental tests have been performed on the number of layers required to get best results.

The conclusion is the more layers there are the more inefficient the model was predicting correctly.

Figure 6. 7 Model summary of deep neural network with many layers
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Figure 6. 8 MAE plot between train and test result

Figure 6. 9 Loss (MSE) plot between train and test result

It appears with too many parameters due to higher number of layers the model cannot predict
accurately when the results are compared between test and train data. The extraction of features is
failing.
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3. Number of steps/ past events to observe
This number is related to data windowing when transforming the data to be appropriately handle by
the LSTM model. The multivariate need to be in sequence. Each feature in the same sequence array
(row).

In this timeseries prediction it is better to use 3 days of data to predict the next day.

4. Batch size
The adequate batch size that has been tested is 64. The batch controls the number of training
samples to work through before the model’s internal parameters are updated.

5. Number of features
The number of features is 8. Some tests have been performed to take some of the features that had
a lower correlation to the output [‘Close’]. It showed that similar result with less features. The
ignored features were the features with a score correlation lower than 0.90.

Table 6. 1 Correlation score

Open                                        0.99
High                                        1.00
Low                                         0.99
Volume                                      0.91
Market Cap                                  1.00
Number of addresses with non Zero balance   0.91
Open BTC value in USD                       0.91
Number of active darknodes                  0.82
RenVM Fees                                  0.56
Close                                       1.00

However, this research is focused on these features that should be impacting the Ren price valuation.
From our data exploration, it shows that Mainnet is not even a year old as first darknode has not
been active longer than a year yet.

It explains the low correlation score when it is related to darknodes.

6. Metrics
The metric used to evaluate and compile the model is tf.metrics.MeanAbsoluteError().

It computes the mean absolute error between the labels and predictions. It is a measure of errors
that is another loss function used for regression models. MAE is the sum of absolute differences
between our target and predicted variables. It measures the average magnitude of errors in a set of
predictions, without considering their directions. A loss function is a measure of how good a
prediction model does in terms of being able to predict the expected outcome.

Figure 6. 10 Formula MAE
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Another metric was tested, The Root Mean Square Error which as expected has poorer result that
MAE.

Indeed, MAE is more robust to outliers that are currently in our dataset. It highlights the fact the
activation of darknodes for mainnet triggered an increase in price valuation. This has been captured
while exploring the data.

However, the model has some difficulty to capture that element as before mainnet the number of
active darknodes and RenVM fees generated are equal to zero.

B. Final neural network architecture and hyperparameters
The below code for the architecture and hyperparameters is used to setup the LSTM model:

win_length = 3
batch_size = 64
num_features = 8
train_generator = TimeseriesGenerator(x_train, y_train, length = win_le
ngth, sampling_rate=1,batch_size=batch_size)
test_generator = TimeseriesGenerator(x_test, y_test, length= win_length
, sampling_rate=1,batch_size=batch_size)

model = tf.keras.Sequential()
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LSTM(128,input_shape = (win_length, num_featu
res), return_sequences= True))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LeakyReLU(alpha=0.5))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LSTM(64, return_sequences=True))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LeakyReLU(alpha=0.5))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.3))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.LSTM(32, return_sequences=False))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.3))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dense(1))
early_stopping = tf.keras.callbacks.EarlyStopping(monitor='val_loss',
                                                  patience=15,
                                                  mode='min')

model.compile(loss=tf.losses.MeanSquaredError(),
              optimizer=tf.optimizers.Adam(),
              metrics=[tf.metrics.MeanAbsoluteError()])
history = model.fit_generator(train_generator, epochs=1000,
                              validation_data=test_generator,
                              shuffle= False,
                              callbacks=[early_stopping])
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Figure 6. 11 Final Model summary

Figure 6. 12 Sample of epochs while the model was trained
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Figure 6. 13 Final model MAE plot

Figure 6. 14 Final model MSE plot

After experimenting the different hyperparameters, the results have been plotted. From the MSE
plot, it demonstrates that after 20 epochs the model does not require more training.
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It is better to avoid training more the model with the risk of it learning too much about the training
data which would have bad impact on future predictions as it would be too fit to the training data.

To recapitulate, few measures have been taken to avoid overfitting:

The Early_stopping function used in callbacks to stop the model to learn once there is no need
anymore.

Dropout layer in the neural architecture to randomly ignore neurons.

After analysing the MSE plot with final hyperparameters, only 25 epochs are needed to arrive to
optimum result. The number of epochs has been updated to reflect that while training the model.

The option to reduce the patience variable in the early_stopping function could also be used to
reduce the number of epochs.

C. Testing set evaluation
Figure 6. 15 Plot test prediction vs test label

Figure 6. 16 Evaluation of the 25th epoch

Epoch 25/25
14/14 [==============================] –

0s 10ms/step - loss: 4.1407e-05 –

mean_absolute_error: 0.0045 –

val_loss: 0.0046 –

val_mean_absolute_error: 0.0367
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The predictions are closed to the actual close ren price in the test data.

There is a peak toward the end that prediction did not reach the same amplitude that catch the
attention.

While looking closer, it appears at each peak the model is underestimating with its predictions the
ren price valuation when compared to actual Ren price.

This leave to suggestion that another feature could be added to fill the gap in past information and
provide better result by the models.

It also implies further feature engineering is needed. Indeed, the data collection could be broken
down further regarding RenVM fees received by darknodes.

Each epoch for RenVM consist of 28 days and are paid in 2 times. 50% is paid at the end of current
epoch while the other 50% is paid on the following epoch.

The protocol is setup to incentive registration of new darknodes and avoid deregistration which
means the new registered darknode get rewards from the previous epoch that they did not
participate in originally but when a darknode is deregistered it also means you are forfeiting part of
the rewards as no rewards will be distributed on the following epoch as it will be deregistered.

The LSTM model is providing prediction that is following trend of real Ren price.
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VII. Conclusions and Future Work

The result appears correct and able to predict the price to a certain degree. However, while looking
into it closer, the predicted price is trailing the true price by couple of days. While it could be related
to the features with Open and Close price, it also normal as the LSTM is predicting the price of the
following day with the 3 previous days as data. The LSTM is performing as expected. It gives the best
prediction possible to a random walk problem. It gives predictions close to the previous day’s price.

With that conclusion in mind, the current LSTM does not provide any useful information to evaluate
ren price in future and clearly not ready to be used as a financial tool yet.

It opens the door to more customization on the model and instead of predicted one output for the
following day, the next goal should be predicted price after couple of days which would predict the
price of the next 3 days for example. It would be Multivariate Multi-step LSTM Model.

The current result demonstrate it is possible to predict Ren price but it is currently not enough.

More tuning is required. To note, RenVM is still evolving and recently added a new host chain in their
update end of February 2021 which means RenVM fees generated by the darknodes need to
incorporate the assets bridge into binance smart chain (BSC) in the model. Since every transaction is
transparent, it would be easy to gather the relevant data to update the model with the last RenVM
update.

Other research has also explored automated trading system using LSTM with significant results.
Almost all trading software included automated trading tool and more of them are using deep
learning techniques.[19]

Using these techniques is relevant and are used more and more everyday since the market value of
crypto starts to rival the biggest company in the world.

Figure7. 1 Market capitalisation
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Data from 18th of February 2021

Other crypto incomes have been creating since the start of decentralise finance innovation. While
RenVM is related to interoperability protocol which can support DeFi (decentralised finance) to
expand. The yield provided by these DeFi solution compete with the darknode income.

Table 7. 1 Darknode income for the last few epoch in USD compared to darknode value

Date
BTC
earned

BTC value
(USD)

Income
(USD)

REN value
(USD)

darknode value
(USD)

08-Feb-21
0.0175699
7 38,886.83 683.24 0.77 77000

08-Mar-21
0.0157348
0 51,174.12 805.21 1.18 118000

05-Apr-21
0.0135477
3 58,760.87 796.08 1.09 109000

03-May-21
0.0130634
1 56,620.27 739.65 0.96 96000

Quick reminder one darknode required 100000 Ren each.

Figure7. 2 Interest rate on lending platform in decentralise finance.

Different platform offers different interest rate. This is due of number of users willing to pay the
borrowing fees. From the above data people are willing to pay more 8.49% to borrow USDC (1 USDC
= 1 USD)

Effectively the lender will get 8.49% interest if lending USDC.

Also in DeFi the interests are compounded daily which could end up providing more income than a
darknode for the same amount of money.

It could be interesting to gather the yield rates of the most DeFi solutions used and compare with a
darknode income per epoch. It could be a feature incorporate in our LSTM model.

While people would be refrain to block/bond 100k USD to earn income from a darknode they might
prefer to lend their money on a DeFi platform which has less constraint than registering a darknode
as when you are lending your fund in DeFi. It is possible to retrieve it at any moment. There is no
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waiting time to get back your funds while for a darknode there is a deregistration period and still
vulnerable to Ren Price valuation.

To note while lending USDC as a stable coin it will always be equivalent to 1 USD.
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